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The basic goal of Trademark Law is to prevent source confusion of 
trademark because of act of using of trademark, and therefore protecting the 
reputation of right holder and ensure that it doesn’t cause any loss to the 
consumer when they purchase goods or accept services because of confusion or 
misidentification. 
Trademark infringement is the core issue of international treaties and 
national trademark law, China is no exception. In the process of judgment of 
trademark infringement, confusion factor can be called the core element when 
judge the trademark infringement. It can be seen from the trademark confusion 
theory of the United States and EU members that from traditional confusion and 
connection confusion to pre-sales confusion, after-sale confusion and 
associational confusion and other various new types of confusion. At present, 
the theory of trademark confusion becomes perfect steadily day by day and 
international treaties and various countries shall pay much more attention to it. 
Trademark confusion factors have an important value and significance for 
judgment of trademark infringement. The article starts from the fundament 
question of trademark confusion factor with method of value analysis, method 
of comparative analysis and other research methods to analyze trademark 
confusion factor. Meanwhile, it advises that the theory of trademark confusion 
should be introduced into legislation of trademark infringement. 
The first chapter is the fundamental questions of trademark confusion 
factors. This chapter stars from the meaning of trademark confusion, introduces 
the theories of trademark confusion and  the theories in Trademark Law is 
recognized by intellectual property international treaties and international 
legislation of European Union members and the United States. Then 














situations of identification of trademark confusion under the circumstance of 
the case by judges. 
The second chapter is confusion factors of judgment of trademark 
infringement in the ex-territorial law. This chapter presents the confusion 
factors of judgment of trademark infringement in the United States, European 
Union and its members respectively and elements need to consider as affirming 
trademark confusion. Though comparative analysis we can see that, the United 
States adopts a legal system that regarding the confusion as being consistent 
from beginning to end, but European Union and its members adopt a legal 
system that dealing with different things in different ways. This is mainly 
caused by history reasons, but the final result of judgment of trademark 
infringement is the same. 
The third chapter is the confusion factors of judgment of trademark 
infringement in China. This chapter analyzes the types of trademark 
infringement, constitutive requirements and overlook of actual use factors of 
trademark in legislation from the basic theory of trademark infringement in our 
country. Then it elaborates present situation for confusion factor of judgment of 
trademark infringement in legislation and in practice respectively and points out 
deficiency of confusion factor of judgment of trademark infringement in 
legislation in China, and thus cause the embarrassing phenomenon of “the same 
case but different judgment” in judicial practice. 
The four chapter is legislation improvement of judgment of trademark 
infringement in China. First of all, it describes the reasons of introduction of 
trademark confusion in China from the perspective of trademark infringement 
etymology, the essential attribute of trademark infringement, and the 
international trend of judgment of trademark infringement. It is in disorder in 
judicial practice because of the lack of the theory of trademark confusion in 
legislation. Then it provides revised advice to Article 52 (a) of Trademark Law 
from the theories of trademark confusion and the factors of actual use of 














allow the function of distinguish and identify of trademark full to play. 
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